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PACOMARTí
BY Baroque Horse Magazine

interview

When it comes to colour and in
particular the dilutes in the Pura Raza
Española (PRE) there is one stud that
has established themselves as the clear
leaders in this. With over 200 horses
on over 400 hectares (a combination
of four properties) is clear to see why
Yeguada Paco Martí stands out from
the rest. The stud farm is located
in Spain in the Castellon region; a
geographic area declared as one of best
microclimates in Spain to breed horses.
Yeguada Paco Martí has been and still
is the first in the world to specialize in
the breeding of dilute purebred Spanish
horses. These horses not only stand
out from a crowd with their amazing
colours and beauty but also for their
correct morphology.
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BHM: Can you share with us the
history of the Paco Marti stud?
PM: My passion for horses began
at the very early age of two as my
father used to take me to ride horses
with him. He was fond of riding
horses mainly in the fields but wasn´t
interested in breeding. At the age of
six, my parents took me to a rejoneo
corrida (these are kind of special
corridas where horses exhibit in their
skills in the art of rejoneo). And I
fell in love with a horse from Rafael
Peralta whose name was SOL (the
horse later appeared in the movie
Bolero starring Bo Derek). From this
moment on I knew this was my kind
of horse and years later at the age
of 16 my father (aware of my great
passion for PRE) bought a PRE stud
for me, with Cartujano origins, and

this is when I began the quest for the
buckskin coat. With Zacharias, who
died at a young age, and Carmelo II,
both buckskins of my stud, I began
to look all over Spain in the quest of
some other buckskin horses (always
admitted at ANCCE studbook), and
later I purchase Pegaso IV (with
Cartujanos and Yeguada military
origins). Then came the constant
incorporation of mares, always from
similar or same origins to always open
new lines and always looking for the
best in PRE, which is for me beauty
and nobility.
BHM: Do you ride yourself?
PM: Yes, I do. Revoltoso XXIX, who is
my favourite.
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Isabel mare in the field 

BHM: How do you now find the reception
is to the Spanish horses in international
dressage competition?
PM: Very positive, the impact it is having
is fantastic.
BHM: How do you see the Spanish
horse breeding today? Do you feel it has
changed to create a more commercial
horse for dressage sport?
PM: I think this is positive, a bit obsessive
maybe with the classical dressage, but
everything that can improve the breed is
good and welcome, as long as we don´t
sacrifice the unique and innate beauty of
the breed and show full respect for their
elevations in their movements.
BHM: What is involved in a typical day at
the Paco Marti stud?
PM: First thing in the morning manager
reviews all horses one by one, while other
staff take care of the food and clean the
stables. The stallions are taken for a walk,
then they wash them, mount them, etc.

PRE Stallion Revoltoso XXIX 
BHM: What are your breeding lines?
Where are they from (e.g. Carthusian?
PM: Yes, most of them are from very old
Carthusian lines.
BHM: What characteristics define the
horses of this breeding lines you use?
PM: The horses we breed are horses with
a lot of expression, class, long necks, round
and powerful croups, with the right and
necessary bone as they are not horses for
loading works, small and thin ears but
mostly a lot of nobility.
BHM: Past and present, which stallions and
mares have been the most influential?
PM: Past: Horses of most influence had
been our stallions PEGASO IV, CARMELO
II and REVOLTOSO XXIX, who are still
active now.
Present: DIVO PM, BRONCO PM and
some other new stallions that have been
recently added to our breeding program
such as KLON , QUITASUEÑO , SOL PMII
e ISMAELI.
When it comes to mares, BATURRA is
a great asset and some others also like
DESPIERTA who is Dam of a Spanish
champion right now.
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BHM: What is the most important
characteristics/morphology when looking
for a mare?

The horses
we breed are horses
with a lot of
expression, class,
long necks, round
and powerful
croups, with the right
and necessary bone

PM: Beauty, class, racial movements (not
the ones of the central European horses)
and nobility.
BHM: When looking at a group of young
horses what is involved in making a
selection for future breeding stock (apart
from colour)
PM: Beauty, docile nature, correct
morphology, movements and good poise.
BHM: What is the program with the young
horses? At what age do they commence
their education or join the breeding stock?
PM: When foals are weaned they go
through a period of basic training and
routines and are evaluated every six
months for a follow-up of their evolution in
motion and development. Then we decide
what to do with each one of them, but
they all grow up in fields in semi-liberty
and always in contact with the nature to
maintain their physical and mental balance.
When they reach a year of age males are
separated from females.

Paco Marti

PRE stallions Ismaeli &
Bronco PM 

Mares and foals in a
field 

The afternoon is saved for reproduction
matters, inseminations or covering of the
mares, always assisted by a veterinarian,
as well as births.
BHM: For our readers reading this,
do you have any advice for them on
understanding the breed?
PM: For me it is easy, this is the most
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A variety of different
coloured PRE mares 
PRE stallion DIVO PM 
PRE stallion Sol PM 

beautiful, noble and elegant animal that is
suitable for any rider.
BHM: When would be the best time of year to
visit?
PM: Spring is the best time as in summer you
have higher temperatures. We aren't always
able to receive visitors on a general basis as
I'm not always at stud, and we can´t attend
all requests. But when it is possible we try to
arrange some visits.

BHM: What sort of variety of colours available
at the stud farm and which is the hardest and
rarest of these colours to breed?
PM: All kind of colour are bred. All colours
should be available but availability at
a certain moment depends on demand
and randomization too. Not always same
availability each year. Isabelo and Perlino are
the hardest.
We would like to say a big thank Paco for
taking the time to talk to us. a

PRE stallion Divo PM q
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